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We prove the stability of the index and the semicontinuity of the dimensions of 
the cohomology groups of semi-Fredholm complexes of Banach spaces and closed 
linear operators with respect to perturbations of the operators and of the underly- 
ing spaces which are small with respect to the gap topologies. It seems that, even 
for single semi-Fredholm operators, some of the statements are more general than 
the current ones. The results are applied to obtain semicontinuity for joint spectra 
of finite systems of commuting bounded linear operators. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The occurrence of complexes of Banach spaces in rather different 
domains of mathematics, for instance in the theory of the &operator in 
strongly pseudoconvex manifolds [6, 7, 10, 131, as well as in the spectral 
and Fredholm theory of several commuting operators [ 17,4, 19, 53 shows 
that they are remarkable mathematical objects whose intrinsic systematic 
study (see also [12, 17, 16, 19,20, 51) could be of interest. It is the purpose 
of this paper to show that a highly abstract concept of a complex of 
quotients of Banach subspaces has important stability properties under a 
general type of “small” perturbations. The choice of such a concept has 
been dictated by some technical reasons, mainly by the invariance under 
duality, as well as by some significant examples, discussed in the last sec- 
tion. 
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Before stating our main results let us give the basic definitions. The 
notations and terminology concerning closed linear operators and 
Fredholm theory will be that of [8]. If 3E is a Banach space then Y(X) will 
be the set of all closed linear subspaces of 5. A complex of Bunach spaces is 
a sequene of the form 
. . . +XP-’ aP-1 , XP up ,xp+l,.. 
with Banach spaces Xp and closed linear operators ap such that 
R(aP- ‘) c N(ap) for all p E Z. Without loss of generality we may assume 
that up is a closed operator in a certain fixed Banach space 3E which con- 
tains the spaces Xp, p E Z, as closed subspaces (take, e.g., 3 to be the 12- 
direct sum of the space Xp). However, in this case the dual object is no 
longer of this type, since duality replaces subspaces of 3 by quotient spaces 
of r*. A unique and natural treatment is provided by the following: 
1.1 DEFINITION. A complex a = (ap), E z in a fixed Banach X space is by 
definition a sequence of the form 
. . . +XP--1 
I 
xg-1 -c!-. XP/Xop L, ~P+Ip-op+I+ . . . 
with X6, XP~9(3), X[ c XP, and closed operators ap such that 
R(aP- ‘) c N(ap) for all p E Z. The set of complexes in X will be denoted by 
a(x). For every a = (cI~)~~ z  a(x) we define y(a) := inf,. z ~(a”), where 
y(crp) is the reduced minimum modulus of ap. If r(a) > 0, the complex a is 
said to have closed range. The cohomology of the complex u is the family 
(IHpgJJpc zy 
where HP(a) := N(aP)/R(aP-’ ). For p E Z we define G,(aP) := 
xp + x~+‘E Xp@Xp+‘; xp+XOp~D(ap), xp+’ EC~~(X~+ X,P)}. Obviously, 
the graph G(aP) of ap is isomorphic to GO(ccp)/XgP@ X0+ I. Hence GJa’) is 
closed. For ct = (ap)pE z, /I = (/Ip)pc B cd(X) we define the gap sO(a, /?) by 
&,(a> PI := SUP &GchP), GdPp)), 
PSZ 
where 6 denotes the gap as defined in [8, IV, Sect. 2.11. 
1.2. DEFINITION. (1) A complex a E i3(3E) is said to be semi-Fredholm if 
a has closed range and at least one of the functions 
Z3k+dimHZk(a)EZ+u(co}, Z3k+dimH2k+1(a)EZ+ u {co} 
is finite and has finite support. 
(2) Ada is said to be Fredholm if a has closed range and the 
function Z 3 p + dim Z-P(a) E h + u { cc } is finite and has finite support. 
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(3) For a semi-Fredholm complex a~dX we define its index 
ind a E Z u ( - co, + CC } (the extended Euler characteristic) by 
ind a := C (- l)p dim HP(a). 
PGl 
ind cx is finite if and only if a is a Fredholm complex. 
1.3. Remark. These definitions behave well with respect to duality. 
Indeed,ifor=(aP),,. is densely defined (i.e., D(aP) = Xp/X{ for all p) then 
up* E ‘$7(X{+ “/Xp+“, XOpL/XpL) has the property that R(aP’) c N(aP-‘*). 
Hence, a* := (aPpP’*)pc H EJ(~E*). a* is called the dual of a. It is easily 
seen that y(a*) = y(a) and that HP(a*) is isomorphic to HPP(a). Moreover, 
x is semi-Fredholm (Fredholm) if and only if a* is semi-Fredholm 
(Fredholm). Then, ind a = ind a*. 
We can now state our main results. 
1.4. THEOREM. Let a Ed(X) be a semi-Fredholm complex that is not 
Fredholm. Then there exists an E > 0 such that if ji E 13(x) and s,(a, a) < E, 
then d is also semi-Fredholm. Moreover, for each p E Z we have 
dim HP(a) = 0 if dim HP(a) = 0, dim HP(a) = CC if dim HP(a) = 00, and 
dim HP(d) < cc if dim HP(a) < co. In particular, ind ~5 = ind a. 
In addition, for every nonnegative index q there exists a positive number 
cq < E such that if s(a, a) < E,, then dim HP(C) <dim HP(a) when 1 pi <q. 
A complex a E a(X) is said to have finite length if ap = 0 for all but finitely 
many p. If a has finite length and R(aP) is closed for all p (in particular, if 
dim HP(a) < 00 for all p), then CI has closed range. As an immediate con- 
sequence of 1.4 we obtain 
1.5. COROLLARY. Assume that the complex a from Theorem 1.4 has finite 
length. Then, tf q is big enough we may take E := Ed, so that 
dim HP(d) < dim HP(a) for all p E Z. 
1.6. THEOREM. Let a = (ap)pE z E a(X) be a Fredholm complex. Then 
there exists an E > 0 such that zf d = (a”), E L E c?(X) and &(a, a) < E, then the 
complex E is also Fredholm, dim HP(d) < dim HP(a) for all p E Z and 
ind 12 = ind a. 
Theorems 1.4 and 1.6 will be proved in the third section. The second sec- 
tion is concerned with the semicontinuity of the dimension of the kernels 
and cokernels of certain semi-Fredholm operators, with respect to the gap 
topology. Although intended to provide the auxiliary apparatus of the 
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whole work, this section contains some results that are, we think, 
interesting for their own sake. Particularly, Theorem 2.2 is not only the 
core of the second section, but it also yields a general method of solving 
linear equations by successive approximations (see also Corollary 2.3). This 
method leads to effective stimates (see the proof of Proposition 2.20) and 
can even be combined with some nonlinear objects (see the proof of 
Lemma 2.16). 
The fourth section contains applications of the results from the previous 
sections. The first example shows that the study of complexes of pairs of 
subspaces (a concept suggested by [12]) can be reduced to the study of 
usual complexes. In particular, we obtain the stability of semi-Fredholm 
pairs of subspaces, as made in [8], even for the case when both arguments 
vary (see Remark IV.4.31 from [S]). Then we discuss the invariance of the 
class of semi-Fredholm complexes under some natural transformations. 
The third example concerns a class of objects which are complexes modulo 
compact operators, and whose properties can be obtained from those of 
usual complexes, via a natural transformation. At this point the use of 
complexes of quotients of Banach subspaces is effective. We then apply our 
results to obtain semicontinuity statements for joint spectra of n-tuples of 
commuting bounded linear operators (induced on invariant or quotients of 
invariant closed subspaces by globally defined operators). Finally we con- 
sider two examples, where complexes of infinite length occur. 
This work has been prepared while the second named author was a guest 
of the University of Saarbriicken as a Humboldt Fellow. He would like to 
express his gratitude to the Alexander von Humboldt-Foundation for its 
support and to the University of Saarbriicken for its hospitality. 
2. SEMICONTINUITY OF THE DIMENSION 
In the following let X, ‘$I be fixed Banach spaces. X 0 ‘$I will be endowed 
with the norm llx@yll :=(l/x112+ Ily1/2)1’2 for XEX, YE‘%. The standard 
framework of this section is described by 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let X, XO~ Y(X), Y, YO~ Y(‘%) be such that XIX,, 
and Y 1 YO. For every operator SE U(X/X,, Y/Y,) we define 
N,(S) := {x&q x+x,EN(S)}, R,(S) := { y E y; y + Y, E R(S)}, 
G,,(S):= {x@y~X@ Y;x+&ED(S), yd(x+&)). 
It is plain that N(S) = N,(S)/X,,, R(S) = R,(S)/Y, and that G(S) g 
G,(S)/(X, 0 Y,,). In particular, N,(S) and G,(S) are closed, whereas R,(S) 
is closed iff R(S) is closed. If $ PO E Y(X), y, y0 E Y(%) are such that 
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TOc%, F,,c F, and if s~%(R/g,,, F/‘/F,), then we set &,(S,$):= 
&G,(S), G,(s)) and &(S, 3) = $(G,(S), G,(s)), which are computed in 
X @ !R (see [S] for the definition of 6 and 8). If X0 = ??,, = 0, Y. = F0 = 0 
then G,(S) = G(S), G,(S) = G(S) and hence 6,(X S) = 6(S, s), &(S, 5) = 
&s, 3). 
Let S be as above, let M be another Banach space and let 
A E 8(M, Y/Y,). We define an extension S, E %( (X/X,) @ A4, Y/Y,,) by 
S,(<@v) :=S<+Av for 5 E X/X,, v E M. Since (X/X,) @ ME 
(X@M)/(X,@O), the entities given by Definition 2.1 make sense for S, 
with X replaced by X@M. If dim M-C cc, then, by [ 19, Lemma 2.71, and 
identifying X with X00, we have 
dim N(S,)/N(S) + dim R(S,)/R(S) = dim M. (2.1) 
Let X be an arbitrary Banach space and let YE Y(X) be such that 
dimX/Y<mm<. By Auerbachs Lemma (cf. [14, O.B.4.10]), for every 
E > 0 there exists a projection of X onto Y such that IIPII 6 m + 1 + E and 
II 1 - PII 6 m + E. We shall stress the choice of such a projection P by saying 
that 11 PII depends only on m. 
If X and Y are Banach spaces, then @ + (X, Y) := { S E U(X, Y); 
dim N(S) < co, Jw) E m Y) 1 and C(X, Y) := {SEGTqX, Y); 
dim Y/R(S) < co}. Thus @+(X, Y)u@-(X, Y) (resp. @(X, Y) := 
@+(X, Y) n @ _(X, Y)) is the set of all semi-Fredholm (resp. Fredholm) 
operators. 
2.2. THEOREM. Let S, 3 be as in Definition 2.1. rf SE @ ~ (X/X,,, YJ Y,) 
and if 6,(S, 3) and 6( F, Y) are sufficiently small, then 3 E Q, ~~ (f/TO, y/y”) 
and dim( y/y,,)/R($) Q dim( Y/Y,)/R(S). 
Proof: We shall essentially refine an approximation method from [ 17, 
Lemma 2.11 (see also [ 19, Lemma 2.11). 
(1) Note that y(S) >O, since R(S) is closed. Moreover, 
dim Y/R,(S) = dim( Y/ Y,,)/R( S) = : m, as Y/R,& S) E ( Y/ Y,)/R(S). Let P be 
a projection of Y onto R,(S) such that lIPI/ depends only on m and put 
M := N(P). Since dim( 8+ M)/t d m, we can choose a projection P of 
8+ M onto a such that lIpI/ depends only on m. 
(2) If 6( y, Y) and &,(S, 3) are sufficiently small, then we may choose 
positive numbers r > y(S))‘, 6 > 6( y, Y), and 6, > 6,(S, 3) such that 
cp :=(p(6,, 6, r) := IIPll(S +bO(l +6)(1 +r2)“21/PII)< 1. 
We shall show that if (2.2) is fulfilled, then 8= R,(S) + PIV. 
(2.2) 
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(3) Let y E P be arbitrary. If F # 0, then, because of 6 > 6( y, Y), there 
existsyEYsuchthat IIjj--yll<SIly”ll, and hence ((y(( <(l+S)ll~ll. IfJ=O 
then we take y = 0. One has to proceed similarly in the following estimates 
where we shall constantly omit the trivial cases. 
(4) We can write y = ui + u I where u1 E R,(S), u i E M. Then there 
exists [I ED(S) with u1 + Y,= Sll, and <I can be chosen such that 
llrill <rIIS<,ll. Let xi~li be such that llxrll <r(IS5,1/. Since ui=Py, and 
hence IbIll ~(1 +~)lPll 11911 by (3), we have llx,ll <rIbIll < 
rU + 6) llpll IIJII. 
(5) As x1 0 u, E G,(S) and 6, > &,(S, 3) there exists Zr 0 ii, E G,(g) 
such that (by the estimates of ((xI(( and ((ui(( from (4) ((x,-1,11*+ 
I(ul - ii, II * < Si( [lx1 II * + (Ia1 II*) < Si( 1 + S)*( 1 + r*) llPl[ * II Jll 2. In particular, 
max{IlxI-~Ill~ 114 -hII> <Sot1 +4(1 +r*P*llPll IIJII. 
(6) Consider now 9 1 :=y-ii,-&,E?. Using v,=y--u, and the 
estimates of IIy-- y/l and 111, - u,ll from (3) and (5) we obtain 
II9111 = IIRw+~,)ll G IImll.Frll + Il~,-~lll)QcPII~II 
with cp = (p(&,, 6, r) as in (2.2). Since v1 = (1 - P)y, we also have 
ll~,Il G 1127, -x111 + IIXIII 6 Pt II 911 and 11~111 G P2 II PII, 
where 
pI := pl(i&, 6, r) := (1 + 6)(r + 6,( 1 + r*)"*) ((P(\, 
p* := p*(d) := (1 + 6) II 1 - PII. 
(2.3) 
Here we used the estimates of IIyll, IIx,II, [lx1 -Z,(l from (3), (4), (5). 
(7) We can now repeat the previous steps, replacing jj by j1 defined 
in (6). We obtain J2, Z2, ii,, v2 such that 
72 = y1- ii, - Pv, = J - 8, - ii* - &I, + u*), 
11~211 ~<ll~1ll ~cp211~lI~ ll.f*II GPl II.?111 ~Plcpll~ll, 
IIVZII ~P2llJ*ll ~P*cpII.% 
and ii2 E S(Z, + f’,). In this manner we obtain by induction four sequences 
(8,), = r (%L = -f, (h),c r and (G, c M such that for all n E N we 
have Z,, 0 ii, E G,( 3) and 
y,=p-(&+ ... +ii,)-F(u,+ ..* +u,), 
lIPAl ~cp”II911, ll%zll ~PI(P”-lII.aI, lbnll ~P*@-‘lI.FII~ 
(2.4) 
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By (2.4) and (2.2) the series C Zn and C U, are convergent to certain 
vectors .? E 2 and v E M, respectively. Since jjn + 0 as n + co and P is 
continuous, C ii, is also convergent to some ii E E Now, C S(Z, + fO) 
converges to P + F,,. As ,!? is closed, we must have s(s? + gO) = ii + y0 and 
thus 2 6 ii E G,(S). Consequently jj = ii + Pu, where ii E R,(z) and v E M. 
(8) Finally note that ( ~/~O)/R(s)z ?/R,(s) (algebraically) and that 
dim y/R,,(S) < dim PM < dim M = m. In particular, R(S) is closed. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
2.3. COROLLARY. With the notation of Theorem 2.2, let 3, E %?( (T/To) 0 
M, y/rO) be given by s,(~@v) := SF+ A”v, where Au := Pv+ F0 for 
FE D(S), v E M. Assume that 
Then 3, is surjective and with plo :=pl(Go(S, s), S(y, Y), y(S)-‘) and 
pzo := p2(8( y, Y)) we have 
Y~~~)-‘~(~-cp0)-‘~P:,+P:,)“*. (2.6) 
ProoJ Because of (2.5) we can choose 6,, 6, and r such that (2.2) is 
fulfilled. Then we have P= R,(z) + PM, and hence y/F0 = 
R(g) + (PM+ ~o)/~o, so that 3, is surjective. Let ;TE F/F0 and E>O be 
arbitrary. Choose jj E q such that 11 jIj d (1 + E) llqll. By the proof of 
Theorem 2.2 there are 1, ii, v such that jj = ii + Hv and 2 @ ii E G,( 3). From 
(2.4) we obtain 
llfll G f Il~,ll <(I -K’P, II_FII, llvll d f ll~nll G(1 -cp)r1P211~II. 
?7=1 n=l 
With c:=Z+pO we have ~@vED(~~), s,(r@v)=q, and 
ll~o~ll~llaovll~~~-cp)-1(p:+p:~“2~1+~~ll~ll. 
Therefore, y(s,)-’ d (1 - cp)-‘(pf + pg)“‘( 1 + E). With 6, -+ 6,(S, s), 
6 -+ 6( y, Y), r -+ y(S) ~ ‘, E + 0 this implies (2.6). 
2.4. Remarks. (1) If S in Theorem 2.2 is surjective, then P, P are iden- 
tities, and M = 0. Then the operator 3, from Corollary 2.3 is equal to 3 
and in (2.2), (2.3) we have 
(p(6,, 6, r) = 6 + 6,( 1 + 6)( 1 + r2)‘j2, 
p1(6,, 6, r) = (1 + 6)(r + 6,(1 + r’)“*), 
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and 
P2(@ = 0 
(2) In the Hilbert space case it is not necessary to consider quotient 
space and we have in (2.2), (2.3), in general, llPl/ = llgll = (II- PI( = 1. 
2.5. COROLLARY. Let X, YEY(X) be such that XC Y and 
m :=dim Y/X< 00. Let also $ FEN’ be such that WC y. If 
(l+m)(6(E Y)+~(l+m)6(X,~)(1+6(~, Y)))<l 
then dim y/g< m. 
(2.7) 
ProoJ: Let S: X-P Y, S: 8 + y be the canonical inclusions. Then 
6(S, 3) < 6(X, 8), y(S) = 1, II PII <m + 1 + E, llP/l <m + 1 + E, where E > 0 is 
as small as we desire. Now (2.7) implies (2.5) and from Theorem 2.2 we 
obtain the conclusion. 
2.6. LEMMA. Let S, 3; be as in Definition 2.1. If S is densely defined, then 
G,(S*) = Gb( -S)‘, where Gb( - S) is the set G,( - S) regarded as subset of 
‘92 0 X. Moreover, N,(S*) = R,(S)l, R,(S*) c N,,(S)’ and the last inclusion 
is an equality if R(S) is closed. If 3 is also densely defined then 
s@*, s*) = 6,(S, 3). 
Using the duality results in [S], the proof follows in a straight foreward 
way from the definitions of G,,, N,,, and R,. 
We now give a dual version of Theorem 2.2. 
2.7. THEOREM. Let S, 3 be as in Definition 2.1. If SE@+(X/X,, Y/Y,) 
and if &A~ s,) and 6(X,, T,,) are sufficiently small, then 
S~@+(z/f,,, Y/Y,,) anddimN(S),<dimiV(S). 
Proof: With no loss of generality we may assume that S and 3 are 
densely defined, and thus S* and s* exist. Note that &,(S*, s*) = S,($ S) 
by Lemma 2.6 and that S(Ft, X,‘) = 6(X,, To). We have 
S* E CD-( Y,l/Y’, X,l/X’) by [8, Theorem IV.5.131. Hence, if 6(X,,, z,,) and 
S,(S, S) are small enough, then, in virtue of Theorem 2.2, 
s* E SD _ ( &fp, T(jL/P) and dim(zk/81)/R(g*) < dim(X,I/X*)/R(S*), 
which implies 3 E @ + (x/To, y/y,,) and dim N( 3) < dim N(S). 
2.8. Remarks. (1) Let P, (resp. p,) correspond to P (resp. p) in (2.2) 
when S and S are replaced by S* and S*. For r > y(S)-’ = y(S*)-’ (cf. [8, 
Theorem IV.5.13]), & > S,($ S) = &,(S*, s*), and 6 > b(X,,, fO), consider 
v*(b, 4 r) := IP*II (6 +&Al + 6)(1 + r2V2) llP,ll. 
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Then, by Theorem 2.2 applied to S* and s*, the conclusions of 
Theorem 2.7 hold. if 
(P*&(S, S),&~o, xl), Y(W) < 1. (2.8) 
In this case, the functions in (2.3) can be written as follows: 
p,*(6,,6,r):=(1+6)(r+6,(1 +~2)1’2)llP*Il> 
P2*(6) :=(I +6)/11 -P*Il. 
(2.9) 
(2) If S is injective (and hence S* is surjective), then the functions (p* 
and pl* from (1) are equal to the functions cp and p, as given by 
Remark 2.4 (1) while p2* = 0. 
2.9. LEMMA. Let S, 3 be as in Definition 2.1, and let R(S) be closed. 
Then we have 6(R,(S), R,(S)) < (1 + JJ(S))~)“*~,(S, 3) and &N,(S), 
N,(S))<(l +y(s)-2)“26,(5, S). 
The proof of the first estimate is straightforward. The second one follows 
from the first one (applied to S*, s*) by means of standard duality 
arguments and Lemma 2.6. Note that without loss of generality S and S 
are densely defined. 
For the next statements we assume that 3 is a third Banach space and 
that ZO, 2,, Z, 2.~ Y(3) are given with Z, c Z, 2, c 2. 
2.10. PROPOSITION. Let SE%(X/X~, Y/Y,), TE%‘( Y/Y,, Z/Z,,) be such 
that R(S) c N(T), dim N(T)/R(S) < co, and R(T) is closed. Let also 
ZE~F~(R/~~, ?/yO), TE%(~//,,, 2/zO) be such that R(,!?)c N(F). [f 
6,(S, 3) and 6,( F, T) are sufficiently small, then dim N( F)/R(S) 6 
dim N( T)/R( S) and R(F) is closed. 
Proof: Note that SE K(X/X,,, N,( T)/Y,). By Lemma 2.9, 6(N,( T), 
N,(T)) is as small as we desire if 6,( F, T) is small enough. If, in 
addition, 6,(S, 3) is sufficiently small, then, by Theorem 2.2, 
~E@-(T/Z~, N,(T)/yJ and dim N(F)/R(S)<dim N(T)/R(S). 
We still have to prove that R(T) is closed. Note that the operator 
induced by T on Y/R,(S) g ( Y/Y,JR(S) is in @ + ( Y/R,(S), Z/Z,). Since 
R(S) (and hence R,(s)) is closed by the first part of the proof, we can also 
consider the operator T’E %?( p/R,(S), z/&$, induced by T in a similar way. 
Because of G,( T,,) = G,(T), G,( TO) = G,(T), we have 6,( To;,, TO) = 6,-J 7: T). 
Moreover, by Lemma 2.9, @R,(S), R,(S)) is as small as we want, if 
6,(S, 3) is small enough. Hence, by Theorem 2.7, F0 E Q, +( F/R(s), .@?,) 
and thus R( f?) = R( TO) is closed, if 6,(S, 3) and 6,( F, T) are sufftciently 
small. 
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2.11. DEFINITION. A pair of operators (S, T) as in the statement of 
Proposition 2.10 will be called a semi-Fredholm pair. 
2.12. COROLLARY. Suppose that R(S) = Z?(T) in Proposition 2.10. If 
r > max{y(S)-‘, y(T)-‘}, ~02max{&dS, 31, &CT 01, 
6 > max{ (1 + Y(S)-~)“~ &(S, ,T), (1 + y( T)-2)1’2 a,( T, T)}, 
and tf q~(&,, 6, r) < 1, then R(S) = N( F) and R(F) is closed. Moreover, with 
cp and p, as in Remark 2.4( 1 ), we have 
max(r(S)-‘, y(V’} < (1 - ‘p(&, 6, r)lpl A(&, 4 r). 
Proof: As R(S) = N(T), the operator S E @ _ (X/X,, , N&T)/ Y,,) is surjec- 
tive and we may apply Remark 2.4( 1). Since 6(N,( T), NdT)) 6 6 by 
Lemma 2.9, we obtain from Corollary 2.3, that R(S) = N(T) and that 
r(S)-’ G (1 - q(&, 4 r))-‘p,(&, 4 r). 
Because of R(S) = N(T), the operator To E @ + ( Y/R,(S), Z/Z,) from the 
proof of Proposition 2.10 is injective and we may apply Remark 2.8(2). By 
Lemma 2.9, we have &R,(S), R,(g)) < 6. Using r > y( T&’ = y(T)-’ (both 
quantities are defined in the same way) we obtain from Corollary 2.3 
via Remark 2.8 that T0 is injective and y(T)-’ = y(TJ’ 6 
(1 -d&, 4 r))-lpl(~O, 4 r). 
2.13. Remark. A particular case of Proposition 2.10 (obtained in a dif- 
ferent way) can be found in [S]. In the fourth section (Proposition 4.2) we 
shall show that Proposition 2.10 implies another type of semicontinuity of 
the dimension. 
We need a certain version of Corollary 2.5 which does not involve any 
dimension. First, let us recall the Theorem of Bartle and Graves [2] (see 
also [22]): 
2.14. THEOREM. Let X, YES’ be such that XC Y and let z: Y + Y/X 
be the canonical surjection. Then there exists a continuous homogeneous map 
p: Y/X + Y such that ap( y + X) = y + X for all y E Y. Moreover, for every 
E>O wecunchoosepsuch that llp(y+X)II~(l+~)IIy+Xll. 
2.15. Remark. In the situation of Theorem 2.14 we have the decom- 
position y =X+ M, where M := p( Y/X) is not necessarily a linear space. 
Indeed, if y E Y then x := y - p( y + X) E X, as n(x) = 0. Thus y = x + v with 
v:=p(y+X)~M. If y=x,+v,=x,+v, with x,,x,~X, v,=p(~~), 
v,=p(~,)~M then u1 -v,EX and thus O=z(v, -v2)=qi -q2, so that 
v, = u2 and x, =x2. Hence, the decomposition is unique. In this way P, 
with Py := y - p( y + X) for y E Y, is a nonlinear projection of Y onto X. 
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Note that 
IlPYll = IIY-p(y+ VII d(2+E)IIyll. 
By the uniqueness of the decomposition Y = X+ M we also have 
WY) = PY and P(u+ y)=u+Py for all y .5 Y, u E X. 
2.16. LEMMA. Let X, YE 9’(X) be such that XC Y and dim Y/X< cc. 
Let also f, PE.~P(X) be such that 3~ F. If 
2(&F, Y)+2(6(x,X)(1+6(F, Y)))<l, (2.10) 
then dim F/z< co. 
Proof We shall follow the lines of the proof of Theorem 2.2 with some 
changes due to the nonlinearity of the method. Fix 6 > 6( y, Y), 
6, > 6(X, w), and let jj E %? Then there is some y E Y with 11 p - y/l < 6 /I JII. 
Using the notation of Theorem 2.14 and Remark 2.15, we have y = x1 + v, 
with x,EXand u,=p(y+X)~M. Note that 
/Ix, II = IVY II G (2 + 8) II Yll d (2 + 8x1 + 6) II A> 
Ilu,II G(1 +E)llYll6(1 +&I(1 +mj;ll. 
We choose I, E 3 with 11x1 - Z1 /I < 6, IIxIII. Then 
lb-Z-,II <&(2+&)(1 +~)/l.ill. 
Let sp M be the linear space generated by M and consider the map- 
pings 72: P+spM-+ 8+spM/P and p: ~+spM/~-+ y+spM as in 
Theorem 2.14 and write P for the corresponding nonlinear projection of 
P+ sp M onto y. By the properties of p (Remark 2.15), we have for jj, := 
J-f,-Po,, 
II~,ll=II~~~-~~-~~~ll~~~+~~II~-~,-~Y-~,~/I 
< (2 + E)(h + 442 + E)(l + 6)) II jq. 
Because of (2.10) we can choose E > 0, 6 > 6( y, Y), and &, > 6(X, J!?) such 
that q := (2 + E)(c~ +&,(2 + s)(l + 6)) < 1. As in the proof of Theorem 2.2 
we may continue this procedure and find sequences (j,),, c F, (a,), c %, 
and (v,), c M such that 
Fn=j-(kl+ ... +a,)-(Pu, + “’ +I%,), 
II jnll G 4” IIA, ll~“ll G r14”- l II 911. II&II 6 raq”-’ II FII 
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for all n~f+J, where r,:=(2+~)(1+6)(1+&), r,:=(l+a)(l+a). By the 
properties of P (Remark 2.15) we also have 
Therefore the series C X$ and C PO, converge to certain vectors 1 E w and 
v” E F, and we have J = 5 + fi. We shall use this representation for arbitrary 
p E B to prove 
{~~~;~~~II~l}~{~~E;l~l~l~rl}+~, 
where Kc P is a compact set. Observe that if lIjjl1 < 1 then 
(2.11) 
h=P(Y+wE~:=P((rlE y/x II111 a+q), 
and L is compact since p is continuous and dim Y/X< co. Similarly, 
u,=p(y,-,+x)Eq”-‘L for all n > 2 (where Yn-1E Y and 
11 y,- 1ll < (1 + 6)q”-‘), since p is homogeneous. Then we have &, EL := 
L - p(I(L)), where 2, is compact as L is compact and pfi is continuous. For 
n>2 we obtain Hu,Eq”-’ 1, since p is also homogeneous. Consequently, 
v’ E K1 := C,“= 1 q”- ‘2 and K1 is compact (as the range of a compact set by 
a continuous mapping). Hence u” E K := K1 n y, so that (2.11) holds. Now, 
by (2.11), the unit ball of F/f is relatively compact which implies 
dim y/f< co. 
2.17. Remarks. (1) If one adapts the method from the proof of 
Lemma 2.16 to the proof of Theorem 2.2, then one obtains an estimate of 
the type (2.5) which does not depend on dim Y/R(S). However, the con- 
clusion of the theorem is, in this case, poorer. Namely, one only obtains 
dim F/R(s) c co. 
(2) Recently, it has been shown in [18] that the map p in 
Theorem 2.14 can be chosen such that p( Y/X) lies in a finite dimensional 
space, whose dimension depends both on E and dim Y/X. This yields a cer- 
tain simplification of the proof of Lemma 2.16 and gives an estimate for 
dim y/f. 
2.18. PROPOSITION. Let SE @+(X/X,, Y/Y,), 7’~ @-(Y/Y,,, Z/Z,) be 
such that R(S)cN(T) and dimN(T)/R(S)=co. Zf$~%(g/g~, F/y,,) and 
F’E%( y/F06, z/z,) are such that R(s) c N(p), and zf 6(X,, TO), S(z, Z), 
MS, S), and MT, T) are sufficiently small, then R(g) and R( !iJ are closed 
and dim N( T)/R(!?) = CO. 
Proof. We may assume that all involved operators are densely defined. 
If S(p, Z) and 6,( 7’, p) satisfy (2.5), then, by Corollary 2.3, there is a 
Banach space M with dim A4 = m := dim(Z/Z,)/R(R) and a surjective 
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extension T1 E W( ( F/To) @ M,2/2,) such that the assignment i”-+ y( T1) ~ ’ 
is bounded when d(Z, Z) and &,( T, p) tend to 0. Let T,, be the trivial 
extension of T to D( 7’) 0 0 c (Y/Y,,) @ M. Then we have a,( T,, T,) < 
a,( T, F) since T, extends !? Hence, by Lemma 2.9, 
so that 6(R,(T’:), R,,(T*)@M*) can be made as small as we want if 
6,( T, F) is sufficiently small. 
Let S,, 3, be the operators S, 3 with values in ( Y/Y,) @ M, ( y/F,,) @ M, 
respectively (by canonical embedding). If 6(X,, FO) and S,(&,, S,) = 
S,($ S) are small enough, then there is a Banach space N with 
dim Ndn := dim N(S) and a surjective extension 3: of s,* to 
( yt/P’)@M* ON such that the assignment 3 + ~(3:)~’ is bounded 
when 6(X,, fO) and S,($ S) tend to 0. Let S&, be the (trivial) extension of 
S,* to D(S,*)OOc(Y,I/Y1)OM*ON. Then we have 6,(S&, 3:)~ 
6,(S,*, s,*) = &,(S*, s*) = S,($ S) since 3: extends $,*. Hence, by 
Lemma 2.9, 
&N,tS&,), N&7) d (1 + y(s:)-‘)‘~*S,($ S), 
so that G(N,(S$,), N,(S:)) can be made as small as we want if S,($, S) is 
sufhciently small. 
Now assume that dim N(F)/R(F) < co for some pairs (7, 3) when 
6(X,, Fz), S(z, Z), S,($ S), and &,(T, F) tend to 0. By (2.1) 
dim N(T,)/(N(T)@O)<m and dim N(S:)/(N(@)@O)<n. Since 
R(&) c N(T) 0 0 c N( T, ), it follows that 
dim N,(S:)/(R,(F’:)@O) 
=dim N(S:)/(R(T’:)@O) 
=dim N(s:)/(N(S,*)@O)+dim N(S,*)/R(FT:) 
=dim N(s:)/(N(g,*)@O)+dim N(Ti)/(N(T)@O) 
+ dim N(T)/R(g) < cc. 
If 6(X,,, z,,), SC.?, Z), S,($ S), and d,(T, p) are small enough, then (2.10) 
is satisfied for R,( T:) @ 0 c N,(s:) and R,( T*) @ M* @ 0 c N,,(S&) = 
N,,(S,*)@O and we obtain from Lemma 2.16 that 
dim N( T)/R(S) = dim NO( T,)/R,(S,) = dim N,,(S$)/(&( T*) 0 M*) < co 
which is a contradiction. 
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2.19. LEMMA. Let S, 3 be as in Definition 2.1, and let A, S1, and M be as 
in (2.1), m := dim A4. If IIAI( < 1, then there exists an extension 3, of 9 to 
(f/z,,) 8 M such that 
&(Si, 5,)<7(m+ l)max(G,(S, S), S(Y, a)>, (2.12) 
6,(S,,S,)<14(m+1)2max{G,(~,S),6(Y, ?)}. (2.13) 
Proof: Fix &-,>6,(S, s), 6 >6( Y, 8), and s>O. Let {ul ,..., v,} CM, 
{V :,..., v;} c M* b e an Auerbach system in M (i.e. llvjll = 1 = Iluj*ll, 
vj*(v,)=6,, see [14, B.4.81). Then A=zjTl v,*@Av,. Fix now yje Auj 
such that IIyjll ~(1 +~)I[Au~ll ~(1 +E) for j= l,...,m. Then A,:= 
~~=lv~ 0 YjE g(M, Y) is a lifting of A with II AoIl 6 (12 s)m. Choose now 
Jjc Y such that II yj- jjjlI < 611 yj/ 4 (1 + s)8 and put A, := J$‘= 1 v,? @ jj. 
Hence, llAo-&ll <m(l +a)& If A”ES(M, F/yO) is given by 
A”v :=&v + y0 then we define the extension 3, of 3 by s,(r@v) := 
sr+ du for TED(~), v E M. 
Now let a = x 0 v 8 w E G,(S,) be arbitrary and choose u E S(x + YO) 
such that llull<(l +.s)lIS(x+ Y,)ll. As dimR(SI)/R(S)<dimR(A)<m 
there exists a projection P of R(S,) onto R(S) with lIPI <m + 1 + E. Then 
u+ Y,=P(w+ Y,)-PAv, and hence 
II4 G(1 +e)llu+ Yell G(1 +&Mm+ 1 +&)(llwll+ ll4l). (2.14) 
As x 0 u E G,(S), there is some 2 @ ii E G,(S) such that 
lb-A2+ Il~-~l12~~;(llxl12+ lM12). (2.15) 
Note that y0 := w - u - A,u E Y,, so that 0 @ y, E G,(S). Hence there exists 
B0 0 j+, E G,( 3) such that 
ll%Ill 2+ II Y - All 2 G G II Yell 2. (2.16) 
Let D:=J,+ii+A”,v. Then ii:=(I+1,)@u@~~G~(~,) and from 
(2.14k(2.16) we obtain 
Ila-~l12~(llx-fll + Il%ll)2+(II~o-loll + Ilu-fill + ll&~-&~ll)2 
~3@wl12+ Il~l12)+~;Ilycll12+~2~2u +~)211~112) 
~3(~~(llxl12+ Il~l12)+3~;wl12+ I1412+~‘u +4211~112) 
+ m2fi2( 1+ &)2 Ilull ‘) 
Hence, &(S,, s,)<7(1 +s)(m+ 1 +s)max{G,, S>. With c-+0, 6,+ 
6,(S, s), 6 + 6( Y, F) we obtain (2.12). 
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(2.13) can be obtained similarly, with some minor changes. Start with an 
arbitrary 2 0 u $ CJ E G,($,) and proceed as above. We only note that there 
exists a projection P of R(g,) onto R(S) such that l/Pll <m + 1+ E, that 
II&ull <m(l +a)(1 +6)llull and that IIA”vll < II&vll for all UEM. (One also 
has 1 + 6( Y, P) < 2). We omit the details. 
As an illustration of the resources of the preceding statements we prove 
now a special case of Theorem 1.6. 
2.20. PROPOSITION. Let S, s be as in Definition 2.1. I~SE @(X/X,, Y/Y,) 
and if 6(X,, To), b( Y, k), and 6,( S, 9) are sufficiently small, then SE 
dj(-%?/zO, y/yO), dim N(S) <dim N(S), dim( i;iyO)/R(s) 6 dim( Y/Y,)/R(S), 
and ind S = ind S. 
Proof. Let 6 := max{&X,, x0), $( Y, F), 6^,(S, S)}, n := dim N(S), and 
m := dim( Y/Y,,)/R(S). Note, that in Remark 2.8(l), we have )I P.+ll < 
IZ + 1 + E, 11 P* 11 < n + 1 + E, where E > 0 is as small as we want. Hence, if 
6(n+l)(l+(n+1)(1+6)(1+y(S)-2)‘:2)<1 (2.17) 
then (2.8) is satisfied and, by virtue of Theorem 2.7, we obtain 
S E @ + (f/f,,, y/ FO) and dim N( 3) d n. 
Assuming that (2.17) is fulfilled, let P be a projection of Y/Y, onto R(S) 
with l/PII <m + 1 + E, 111 - PII <m + E, and write M := N(P). If 
A: M -+ Y/Y, is the canonical inclusion, then the operator S, from 
Lemma 2.19 is surjective, and for the extension 3, of S, given by this 
Lemma, we have 6,(S,, 3,) d 7(m + I)& 
If r>y(S))’ and ~=S<+UER(S~), we may assume ~l~Il<rllS[~~ and 
obtain 
l15~~l12~~211S~l12+ 11412
~~211Pl1211S1(50~)l12+ Ill -PI1211S1(40~)l12 
d(r2+ l)(m+ 1+~)*1lS,(50~)11~. 
Therefore, y(S,)-*<(m+ 1)*(1 +Y(S)-~). If 
6(1+7(m+ 1)(1+6)(1 +(m+ l)*(l +~(s))*))“~)< 1 (2.18) 
then, by Remark 2.4( 1) and Theorem 2.2, 3, is surjective. In particular, by 
(2.1)> 
dim( F/y,,)/R(s) = dim R(S,)/R(S) < dim M= m < co. 
580/66/2-2 
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We shall show that under certain conditions we have dim N(s,) = 
dim N(S,). Let us note that by Lemmata 2.9 and 2.19, 
wo(m> NcdSl))G (1 +Y(&r2P2 M% Sl) 
< 14(m + 1)2&l + (m + 1)2(1 + y(s)-2))“2. (2.19) 
Let cp, be the left side of (2.18) and define 
p,,:=(1+6)(1+76(m+1))(1+(m+1)2(1+y(S)-2))1’2. 
Then, by (2.6), via Remark 2.4( 1) and the previous estimates for 6,(S,, 3,) 
and Y(S,)-~, we have Y(S,))~ < (1 - ‘p,))2p:i. Therefore, by Lemma 2.9, 
6(N,(S,), N,(S,))G7(m+ 1)&l + (1 -ql)-2p:y2. (2.20) 
Let q be the maximum of the right sides of (2.19) and (2.20). If 
(n+1)(11+~(~+1)6(1+T))<l (2.21) 
then we can apply Corollary 2.5 to X,cN,(S,) and FOcN(,!$,) in both 
directions, and deduce that dim N(S, ) = dim N(S, ). Consequently, by 
means of (2.1), 
ind s = dim N(s) - dim( F/ y,,)/R( 3) 
=dimN(g,)-dimiV(S,)/N(s)-dimR(s,)/R(S) 
=dimN(S,)-dimM=indS 
and the proof is complete. 
Note, that (2.17), (2.18), and (2.21) can effectively be used to find a 6>0 
for which the assertion of the proposition holds. 
3. STABILITY 0~ THE INDEX 
In this section we shall prove Theorems 1.4 and 1.6 which state the 
stability of the index of a semi-Fredholm complex under small pertur- 
bations in the gap topology. From the results of section 2 we derive first 
some “local” consequences. In the following, let 3 be a fixed Banach space. 
3.1. DEFINITION. (1) a = (aP)pe L E a(X) is said to be semi-Fredholm at 
the step p, if the pair (up-‘, ap) is semi-Fredholm (see Definition 2.11). 
(2) a E a(X) is said to be exact at the step p if HP(a) = 0. If HP(a) = 0 
for all p E Z, then a is said to be exact. 
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3.2. PROPOSITION. Let a = (aP)pe z E a(X). 
(1) If a is semi-Fredholm at the step p, then there exists an E > 0 such 
that if 6 = (Eq)qs r E 8(X), &,(ap-‘, dr- ‘) < E and &,(I%~, a”) <E, then B is 
also semi-Fredholm at the step p and dim HP(&) < dim HP(a). In particular, 
if a is exact at the step p, then d is also exact at the step p. 
(2) If a is exact at the steps p - 1 and p + 1, and if y(aP-‘) > 0 and 
y(ap + ‘) > 0, then there exists an E > 0 such that if 
max(G,(aP-‘, Zp-*), S,(appl, ape’), S,(aP, a”), GO(ap+‘, up+‘)} <E, 
then 6 is exact at the steps p-l and p+l y(dPp’)>O, y(Ep+‘)>O and 
dim HP(d) = dim HP(a). 
ProoJ: ( 1) follows immediately from Proposition 2.10. If HP(a) = 0 then 
we can also give some estimates, which are needed in the sequel. Namely, if 
cp, p, are as in Remark 2.4( 1) and if 
6,3 max{6,(aPp ‘, Epp’), &(cp, up)}, 
6 Z max{ (1 + y(a”- ‘) ~2)1’280(ap~ ‘, app ‘), (1 + y(ap)-2)1’2&J6p, up)}, 
r ~max(y(aP-l)-‘, y(ap)-l}, (p(&, 6, r) < 1, (3.1) 
then, by Corollary 2.12, R(Gpp ‘) = N(Ep), R(Ep) is closed, and 
max{y(dP-‘))‘, y(S’-r} ~(1 -(p(&,, 6, r)))‘p,(&, 6, r). (3.2) 
(2) We take 6,, 6, r>O satisfying (3.1) for p- 1 and for p+ 1 (note 
that (3.1) is written for the step p). From (3.2) and Lemma 2.9 we infer that 
(with cp := d&, 6, r), p1 := pltL 6, r)) 
S(R,(aPp ‘), RO(dPp ’ ))<max{(l-cp))‘p,, (1+y(ap-‘)-2)1’2} 
x 8,(app’, ap-l), (3.3) 
8(No(aP), NO(EP))<max{(l -cp))‘pl, (1 +y(ap)-2)1’2) JO(ap, a”). 
Let qp be the maximum of the right sides of these inequalities. If 
mP := dim H”(a) is finite and if 
vptl +m,)tl+,/5(1 +m,)tl +rl,))< 1, (3.4) 
which is possible if &up-‘, ap-’ ) and s,(aP, S’) are sufficiently small, then 
by Corollary 2.5, dim HP(B) = dim HP(a). If dim HP(a) = co, then, by 
Lemma 2.16, we must have dim HP(d) = co whenever 
21,u + 2(1+ VP)) < 1. (3.5) 
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Proof of Theorem 1.4. With no loss of generality we may suppose that 
the function k + dim H2’(a) is finite and that there is some k,, E N such 
that H=(a) =0 if Ik[ >k,. If d ( “) 0 a, a is sufficiently small then there 
are 6, > &(a, E), 6 > (1 + y(a)-2)1~2&(a, ), and r B y(a)-’ such that 
(p(&,, 6, r) < 1 with cp as in Remark 2.4(l). Hence, if HP(a) = 0 for a certain 
p, then HP(G) = 0 by Proposition 3.2( 1). In particular, H2k(a) = 0 if 
Ikl >k,,. As the right side of (3.2) does not depend on p= 2k if Ikl> k, we 
have inf,,, , k,, { Y(&~~- ’ ), ~(a”‘“)} >0. If qp is the function from (3.4) and if 
rj :=sup{qZk; Ikl > k,), then, for &(a, a”) sufficiently small, we have 
2~(2~ + 3) < 1. In particular, (3.5) is fulfilled for Ikl > kO, and hence 
dimH2k+1(a)=cc (or dimHZk+‘(a)<co) implies dimH2k+1(E)=cc (or 
dim H2k+1(Z) < co). 
Now, we have to discuss only a finite number of cases. Since (~1~~~ ‘, azk) 
is a semi-Fredholm pair, then (&2k-1, ZZk) is also semi-Fredholm if &,(a, 5) 
is sufficiently small. In particular, y(E2kp ‘) > 0 and ~(a’~) > 0 if Ikl <k,,, so 
that y( a”) > 0. 
If dim H2k+1(E) = co and either H2k(a) #O or HZk+‘(a) #O, then 
Proposition 3.2(2) does not apply. In this case we can use Proposition 2.18. 
Indeed, assuming with no loss of generality that D(ap) = Xp/X[ for all p, we 
have uik E @+ (X2k/R,(a2k-1), X2’+‘/gk+ ‘), where up is induced by aZk. 
We also have a2k+ ’ E @- (X2k+ ‘/J$‘+ ‘, N,(E’~+~)/F~~+ ‘). Since 
6(R,(azk-‘), R,(iiZk-‘)) and 8(N0(c2k+2), N,,(u’“‘~)) can be made as 
small as we want (Lemma 2.9) and 6,(agk, 6:“) = 6,(~r~~, L?~~) (where &ik is 
obtained from dZk as a:” from arcs), we derive, from Proposition 2.18, that 
dim H2k+ ‘(2) = cc if &a, a) is sufficiently small. 
In particular, ind a = ind E = --cc if dim HZk+ ‘(cc) = 00 for some k E Z. 
Suppose now that dim H2k+ ’ (a) < cc for all k E Z. As c1 is not Fredholm, 
the function k + dim H2k+ ‘( ) tl cannot have finite support. Assume now 
that H2k+’ (6) = 0 for some k E Z with Ikl > k,. We can chose 6,, and 6 so 
small that we have (with yip as in the proof of Proposition 3.2(2)), 
9Jl +Jz(l +v,)W 1 (3.6) 
for all phi?, IpI >k,. From (3.3), (3.6), and Corollary 2.5 (with 
X=N(&2k+1), Y = R(iiZk), 8= N(tlzk+ ‘), 8= R(cx~~), and m= 
dim H2k+1(E)=0) we conclude that also H2ki1(ct) =O. Hence, 
k + H2k+ ‘(6) cannot have finite support and we obtain ind u = 
ind 8= --co. 
The last assertion follows from Proposition 3.2( 1) (the cases of infinite 
dimension are already settled, by the previous argument). Note that the 
proof of Proposition 3.2(l), which is based on Corollary 2.5, involves the 
dimension of a quotient space, and the set of all these dimensions is, in 
general, nonbounded. Therefore, the condition from Corollary 2.5 can be 
realized, in general, only for a finite number of indices. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.6. Since a is Fredholm, there exists a p0 E N such 
that HP(a) =0 if IpI 2 pO. Therefore, as in the proof of Theorem 1.4, if 
&,(a, a”) is sufficiently small, then HP(B) = 0 if 1 pi B pO. According to the 
same argument, we have y(E) > 0 and dim HP(E) < dim HP(a) for all p E Z, 
provided that &,(a, t?) is sufficiently small (we note that in the present case 
no infinite dimensions occur and all pairs (tip-‘, ap) are semi-Fredholm. 
The only thing to be proved is that ind d = ind a if $Ja, a) is sufficiently 
small. With no loss of generality we may assume that dim H”(x) = 0 if 
p < 0. Set n(a) := min(n > 0; HP(a) = 0, Vp 3 n}. We prove our assertion by 
induction with respect to n := n(a). 
If n = 0, then the assertion follows from the first part of the proof. 
Assume that the assertion is true for a certain n > 0, and suppose that now 
n(a)=n+ 1. Then R(a”)+M=N(a”+‘) with dim M=dimH”(a)< co. Set 
% =X@ M. We shall consider a certain complex p = (jJP)pe z E i3(‘%) that 
extends the complex a. Namely, by identifying X with X @O, we set 
jp:=ap ifp#n-1 and /?“-‘(t@u):=a”-‘(<)+u for tED(a”-‘), UEM. 
Then /I is Fredholm and n(b) = n since R(j?“-‘)=N(B”)). Note also that ( 
N(/F’)=N(anpl ). We extend 5 in a similar way. Namely, we define 
fiit; E”, ‘9p # n - 1, whereas p - ’ is obtained from 6” - ’ as in Lemma 2.19 
for S, d” - ’ for S and the canonical inclusion M c N(a” + ’ ) for 
A). Si:ce R(a”-‘) c N(a”), R(En-‘) c iv(?) and, by (3.3) 
S(No(a”), NO(F)) d &(a, ii), 
where c > 0 does not depend on 6, we see from Lemma 2.19 that 
$,(/I”-- ‘, p-l) can be made as small as one wants. Therefore 8(/I, fl) is as 
small as we desire if &a, 6) is sufficiently small. By the induction 
hypothesis, we know that fl is Fredholm and that ind b = ind /I. Since we 
have 
ind/?=inda+(-l)“-‘dimM, indD=indE+(-l)“-‘dimM, 
which follows by [ 19, Proposition 2.91, (or directly from (2.1)), we obtain 
ind d = ind a if b(a, cc) is sufficiently small, and the proof is complete. 
4. SOME APPLICATIONS 
In this section we shall present various consequences of the results from 
the previous parts, as well as related observations. 
a We start with some aspects concerning the geometry of the 
metric space Y(X), where X is a fixed Banach space. 
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4.1. DEFINITION. Let (Xl, Y’, X2, Y’} c Y(3) be a quadruplet with the 
property that X’ + Y’ c X’n Y2. We say that this quadruplet is semi- 
Fredholm if dim(X2 n Y2)/(X’ + Y’) < co and X2 + Y2 is closed. 
Such quadruplets have been presented in [12] under the name of 
Fredholm links. The next result is a slight extension of a statement in [ 121. 
We are not aware of any published proof of this result. 
4.2. hOPOSITION. Let {Xl, Y’, X2, Y’} cy(X) be a semi-Fredholm 
quadruplet. Zf {f’, P’, f2, F2} c Y(3E) is such that 8’ + P’ c z2 n F2 and if 
6(X’, R’), 6( Y’, F’), S(z2, X2), 6( y2, Y2) are sufficiently small, then 
{8’, 8’, z2, y2} is also semi-Fredholm and 
dim(p2 n y2)/(w1 + 8’) < dim(X2 n Y2)/(X’ + Y’). (4.1) 
Proof. Consider the operators Sp E 9(Xp0 Yp, ;t 0 ,X) given by 
SP(x@y):=(x+y)@(-x-y)forxEXP,yEYP,p=1,2.Notethat 
Moreover, R( Sp) E Xp + Yp for p = 1,2 and N( S2) r X2 n Y2. Therefore, 
(S’, S2) is a semi-Fredholm pair (Definition 2.11). Let Sk be defined in a 
similar way for the spaces (Tk, Fk), k = 1,2. Since 
for all x E XP, y E YP, 2 E J?‘, j? E yp, p = 1,2, we derive that 
d(SP, sq2 < S(S(XP, P)’ + 6( yp, P)2), (4.2) 
and a similar relation with changed order. In particular, if 6(X’, x1), 
6( Y’, yi), S(F2, X2), and 6( F2, Y2) are sufficiently small, then 6(S’, 3’) 
and S(s2, S2) are as small as we want, and the conclusion of the 
proposition follows via Proposition 2.10. 
4.3. Remark. (1) Proposition 4.2 suggests a concept of a semi- 
Fredholm complex of subspaces. (X, Y) = (Xp, Yp),, H c 9’(x) is said to be 
a complex of subspaces if Xp-’ + Yp- ’ c Xp n Yp for all p E Z. If we define 
Sp~S?(Xp$Yp,X@3) by Sp(x@y):=(x+y)@(-x-y) for xeXP, 
YE yp, then R(SP)cN(SP+‘), R(SP)zXP+ Yp, and N(SP+‘)z 
Xp+’ n Yp+l. Moreover, from (4.2), 
d( sp, !3q2 < 5(8(XP 9 P)’ + 6( YP 7 P)‘) 7 
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where (2, P) = (BP, y:p)pc z c9’(X) is another complex of subspaces and 
(SP)pa z are the corresponding operators. Therefore, the whole information 
concerning (X, Y) is transmitted to the complex S= (SP)pE z E 8(X 03). 
Hence, a Fredholm theory for complexes of subspaces can be obtained 
from the Fredholm theory of complexes of operators. 
(2) Conversely, every a= (aP),, z E a(X) can be associated with a com- 
plex of subspaces of X, := 1*(Z, X). Namely, if ap E %?(Xp/Xop, Xp+ ‘/X6+ ‘), 
then we define YP, ZP~Y(X,) by 
Since GO(aP)n(X@X~+l)=N,(aP)@X,P+l and X@X6++‘+G,,(aP)= 
X@ Ro(ap) it is easily that Yp + Zp c Yp+’ n Z and that HP+‘(a)= 
(XP+I,ZP+l )/( Yp + Zp) for all p E Z. However, the metric relations do not 
seem to be as good as in the previous case. Indeed, if 6 E a(X) is another 
complex and we construct the spaces Pp and zp for a in a similar way, 
then J( Yp, FP) (or &Zp, zp)) should be expressed in terms of 6(ap, Ep) but 
also of S(X;+“,&+k ) for k> 2. As we have seen, our main results 
(Theorems 1.4 and 1.6) do not require the use of the numbers 8(X;, 26). 
(3 ) One can consider semi-Fredholm pairs of subspaces of a Banach 
space 3, in the sense of [IS, Chap. IV]. Such a pair (X, Y) c 9’(X) can be 
regarded as a complex of subspaces with x0=X, P = Y, Xp = Yp = 0 if 
p < 0 and Xp = Yp = X if p 3 1. Then the associated complex (of operators) 
is semi-Fredholm and we can apply our results from the previous section. 
In particular, we obtain stability results when both variables are perturbed 
in the gap topology. Although mentioned in [S], such results are not 
proved there. 
b We shall show that the family of semi-Fredholm (Fredholm) 
complexes in a Banach space X is invariant under a class of natural trans- 
formations, which also preserve the index, provided that these transfor- 
mations are “close” to the identity in a certain sense to be specified. 
Let a,(X) be the family of all complexes a = (aP)pe E in X such that 
D(ap) E Y(X) for all p. In particular, ape P’(D(aP), D(aP+ ‘)). (We work 
with the family a,(X) only for the sake of simplicity; most of the assertions 
are valid in general, with suitable modifications.) For a, /? E C?,(X) we define 
Hom(a, /I) := (A = (lp)ps =; Ap E Y(D(aP), D(jP)), 
flPnP = Ap+ lap for all p E Z}. 
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Note, that for every 1 E Hom(a, B), we have 
sup S(D(ap), D(bp)) < v(l) := sup sup 11x - lpxll E [0, co]. 
POZ P E if x,;,ppp 
Moreover, if x@aPx~ G(aP), then IP~~~P+‘aPx=;lP~O/?P~Px~G(jIP) 
and one has 
This implies suppE z 8(ap, /I”) 6 v(n). From this estimate and Theorem 1.4 
(resp. 1.6) we obtain 
4.4. PROPOSITION. Let a E a,(X) be a semi-Fredholm complex and let 
E > 0 be given by Theorem 1.4 (resp. 1.6). Assume that for a certain /? E a,(X) 
there are 1 E Hom(a, 8) and u E Hom(j?, a) with v(2) < E and v(u) <E. Then 
b is also semi-Fredholm and ind /I = ind a. 
Of course, the other consequences of Theorem 1.4 (resp. 1.6) are also 
true for /3. As a simple consequence of Proposition 4.4, one obtains 
4.5. COROLLARY. Let SE 2(X’, X2) n Cp + (Xl, X2), TE .9( Y’, Y*), 
where X1, X2, Y’, Y*E~(X). Let also APfz 9(Xp, Yp), BP~ 9( Yp, Xp), 
p=l,2, be such that TA’=A*S and SB*=B’T. Zf lll-APII, Ill-BP11 
(p = 1, 2) are sufficiently small then TE @ + ( Y’, Y*) and ind T= ind S. 
c Let X be a fixed Banach space. A sequence a = (aP),, z of 
bounded linear operators vp E Z(XP, Xp+‘), where Xpe Y(X), will be 
called an essential complex in X if ap + lap E Y(Xp, Xp + *) is compact for all 
p E Z and if Xp = 0 for all but finitely many p E Z. The set of all essential 
complexes in X will be denoted by a,(X). As in the case of complexes, the 
topology on a,@) is induced by the gap 
b(a, fi) := rf~jy 8(aP, BP), a, DE a,(x). 
When working modulo compact operators the following functor 
3 --) K(W, S-+K(S) 
is often useful (cf. [15, 3, 51): We define r&E) := l”(X)/z(X), where l”(3) 
(resp. r(X)) is the Banach space of all bounded (resp. totally bounded) 5- 
valued sequences. If 92 is another Banach space, then every operator 
SEY(X, %) induces an operator rc(S)~Y(rc(X), ~(92)). Moreover, rc(S) = 0 
if and only if S is a compact operator. Thus, for a = (aP)pe z E a,(X) we 
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have k(a) := (rc(aP)),, z E iJ(k-(X)), where ~(a”) E 9(k(Xp), k(XP+ ‘)). An 
essential complex a is said to be essentially Fredholm if HP(lc(a)) = 0 for all 
PE Z. Thus, the study of essential complexes requires the general setting 
(i.e., operators between quotient spaces). We shall show that the set of 
essentially Fredholm complexes is open in a,(X) with respect to the gap 
topology. 
4.6. LEMMA. Let X, x, Y, FEY(X) and let SE~‘(X, Y), SE 9($ 8). 
Then we have the following estimates: 
(1) d(P(X), P(Y)) < 6(x, Y), 6(@-), z(Y)) < KC Y). 
(2) &(K(S), ~(S))<(5(1+ llSl12))‘/‘max{4S, S),6(Y, Q}. 
(3) 6(X, 8)< (1 + I(S112)1’2 6(S, S). 
(4) Ifw:=(l+ llSll)S($S)< 1, then llsll Q(o+ IlSll)/(l --CO). 
Proof: (1) Only the second estimate is not obvious. Let 
226 > 6(X, Y) and let (J,,),, (E,), be two sequences in (0,6) such that 
6, > 6(X, Y), 7~,, + 6, < a,+ I for all n, 6, -+ 6 as n + cc, and C,“= 1 E, < cc. 
If 0 # t = (x~)~ Ez(X) is fixed, then for every n E N there exists some k, E N 
such that ~(x~,A,)<E,~~~~~ for all PEN, where A,:= {x,; 1 <j<k,}. We 
may assume that k, <k,+ 1 for all n E N. By induction we now construct a 
sequence q = ( y,), E r(Y) such that 
IIt-VII = SUP II%-Ykll <Sll<ll. 
kGN 
(4.3) 
First, let y, ,..., yk, E Y be such that IIxI- yjil < 6, llxjll < 6, II<11 for 
j = l,..., k,. Assume that y, ,..., y,“~ Y have been constructed such that with 
B, := { y, ,..., yk,} we have 
4~i~Bj)<6~jll511 forl<iQk,+,andl<j<n-1, (4.4) 
4~ Bj) < 6, II 5 II foralluEAjand1dj6n. (4.5 1 
For i = k, + l,..., k, + 1 we find, by the definition of A,,, vectors USE A, with 
/Ixi--uill <~,,Il<ll. By (4.5), there exists vieB, with /lui-vill <S,ll511. Let 
also wio Y be such that llxi-ui-will <6,~lxi--ui~l <E,~,II~II. Then with 
y,:= vi+ wi we obtain 
and 
IIxi-Yill < llxj-uill + II”i-vill + llwill ~(7En+d~)l1511 <hn+l lltll~ 
Thus (4.4) and (4.5) hold for n + 1 instead of n. 
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Obviously q = (v,), satisfies (4.3). Moreover, if E > 0 is given then 
6~l~~~~RPi~k<~ for somejEN. Hence, by (4.4), d(y,,B,)<c for all ieN. 
This shows that q E r( Y) and the proof of (,l) is complete. 
(2) Let 5 $q E G,(rc(S)). Then q - St E z(Y), where 5 = (x~)~ EP(X) 
and St = (Sx,),. Fix now 6 > 6(S, 3) and a1 > 6( Y, 8). Then for all k E N 
there exists Zk @ &, E G(s) such that 
and by (1) we can find FEZ with llrl-S5-xll~S,II?-S511. With 
r:= (Z,), and 9 := se+ i we have 
l150~-ml12 
=sup IIX/$z?k~~2+ IIq-S~-x”l12 
kcN 
Gd2 suP (~~xk~i2+ IISXkl12)+(~111~-S511 + llst-~~ii)2 
ksN 
GJ2(1 + Ilsl12M12+w:(1 + Ilsl12)Ilmrll12 
+a2u + Ilsl12M121 
G VI+ IISl12) max{a2, ST> 115~~112, 
from which we infer easily the desired estimate. 
(3) is straightforward. 
(4) Let S>S($S) be such that (l+IISll)6<1. Let also ZEW be 
such that llZl[ < 1. Then we choose x0 SXE G(S) such that 
~~1O&-xOSxll <6JIZ@&ll. From this we derive that llxll d ll?ll+ 
6( (IJ?[~ + IISziIl) < 1 + 6 + 6 II&II. Similarly, 
11~~11 Q IIWI + @IAl + 11~~11) G 6 + (1 + 4 IISII + a(1 + IISII) IIWI. 
Hence, IIs~(l~(l-S(l+IlSll))-‘(S+(l+S)llSll), which implies the 
desired estimate. 
4.7. PROPOSITION. Let a = (ap)pc L Ed,. Zf a is essentially Fredholm, 
then there exists an E > 0 such that if p = (BJ’),, z E a,(X) and if &a, 8) -C E, 
then fi is also esentially Fredholm. 
ProoJ: Note that Ilull :=maxp jIaP(I < co, llpll :=maxpll/IPll < cc since 
up # 0, fip # 0 only for finitely many p. If (1 + llall) &a, j?) < 1, then, by 
4.6(4), 
IIPII < 2((1+ IJaIl) 44 PI + llall). 
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NOW let Xp :=D(ap), Yp :=D(/?“). By 4.6(2) we have for all PEZ 
&(dap), WY) < 3(1+ max( llall, II/A }) max{J(a, fi), 8(Xp+ ‘, Yp+ ‘)} 
From 4.6(3) we obtain for all p 
&xp, Yp)G(l +max{Il4l, IlSll~)44 PI. 
Hence, 6,(x(a), K(P)) will be as small as we want if $(a, 8) is sufficiently 
small. The proposition now follows by applying Theorem 1.6 to the com- 
plex K(a). 
4.8. Remarks. (1) A particular case of Proposition 4.7 occurs in [S]. 
(2) One can define a concept of an essentially semi-Fredholm com- 
plex and obtain similar statements. Also complexes of infinite length can be 
taken into consideration. 
(3) We end this discussion with the following question: Is there any 
way to assign an index to every essentially Fredholm complex? 
d The results of the previous section can be applied to obtain the 
semicontinuity of the joint spectrum (in the sense of [17]) of several com- 
muting operators. 
Let 3E be a Banach space and let a = (a, ,..., a,) c U(X) be a commuting 
system. Set Lat(a) := { XE Y(X); ajXc X, j= l,..., n}. For every XE Lat(a) 
let ~(a, X) denote the joint spectrum of a, when acting in X. This set is 
defined in the following way: Let (r = (cl,..., 6,) be a fixed system of indeter- 
minates. Then ,4 [o] (or np[o] ) is the exterior algebra over @ generated by 
fJ1 ,..., on (or the space of homogeneous exterior forms of degree p in 
01 ,..‘, on 3 06pdn). Then a point z= (z ,,..., z,)$cr(u, X) iff the 
complex 6,-, := (&‘-,),, z is exact, where S;-, :=&z-u) ( nP[a, X], 
nP[a, X] :=X@np[~] and for <~n[a, X] :=I@‘n[a], &z-u)< := 
(a,Oa,+ ..* +~,@a,) A 5. (See [17, 191 for details). If X0, XELat(u) 
and X0 c X then one can define the spectrum a(u, X/X,) of the induced 
system in a similar way. We shall see that ~(a, X/X,) is semicontinuous in 
all of its arguments. 
The proof of the following lemma is straightforward and therefore omit- 
ted. 
4.9. LEMMA. Let S, TE Z(X), let X0, XE Lat(S), let Y,, y~Lat(T), 
and let So and T, be the operators induced by S and T in X/X, and Y/Y,, 
respectively. Then we have 
4,(&, ToI G 2(1+ IISII )(@-F Y) +4x,, Yo)) + 4 IIS- TII. 
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4.10. PROPOSITION. Let u = (a, ,..., a,,)~ Z(X) be a commuting system 
and let X0, XE Lat(a) be such that X,c X. Then for every open set 
Uxa(a, XIX,), there exists a positive number 6, such that if 
b=(b 1,..., b,) c 9’(3E) is a commuting system, Y,, YE Lat(b), Y,, c Y, 
lb-41 :=maxlsisn Ijuj-bill <6,, 8(X,,, Y,)<6, and 8(X, Y)<6,, then 
a(b, Y/Y,,) c U. 
Proof: Note, that ~(a, X/X,,) c n,“= i {zj~ C; lzil < llujll }, and a similar 
inclusion for a(b, Y/Y,) [17]. Therefore, and since /Ibill is as close of llUjl[ 
as we want if /[a - bJ( is sufficiently small, it will be enough to consider the 
case UC B := {z E C”; llzll < R}, with R > 0 sufficiently large. 
Note that 8zpa acts on nP[a, X/X,,] ~‘/1~[a, X]//lP[a, X,,]. For all 
z E B\ U the complex a,-, is exact and hence Fredholm. If 8Zp- (1, 8: _ b 
are considered as operators on AP[a, X] which is isomorphic to a 
direct sum of (i) copies of X and given the topology induced by this 
isomorphism, then IIS;-.-S;_bll <n(jJa--bll + llz-~11). We also have 
d(nP[c, X], np[o, Y]) <8(X, Y) and similar for X0, Y,. Hence, by 
Lemma 4.9, it follows that suppE z &(dZp-., 6P,-,) is as small as we want if 
lb-HI, lb- 41, &G,, Yd, and 8(X, Y) are sufficiently small. By 
Theorem 1.6 we find an open neighborhood V of z such that bwpb is exact 
for w E V and [Ia - bll, 8(X,, Y,,), 8(X, Y) sufficiently small. As B\ U is com- 
pact 6, _ b will be exact for all w E B\U, i.e., a(b, Y/Y,,) c U, whenever 
[Ia- b/l, 8(X,, Y,), 8(X, Y) are small enough. 
4.11. DEFINITION [S]. Let a = (a,,..., a,) c g(3E) be an essentially com- 
muting system (i.e., K(U) is a commuting system in ..V((rc(X))) and let 
XE Lat(a). We define the essential joint spectrum of a in X by ~,,,(a, X) := 
a(rc(a), K(X)), where rc(a) := (~(a,),..., ~(a,)). If we apply the proof of 
Proposition 4.10 to K(U) and use the estimates 4.6(l) then we obtain easily 
4.12. PROPOSITION. Let a= (al ,..., a,)c 9(X) be an essentially com- 
muting system, and let XE Lat(a). Then for every open set U3o,,,(a, X) 
there is a positive number 6, such that if b = (b, ,..., b,) c Z(X) is an essen- 
tially commuting system, Y~Lat(b), ](a- bJ( ~6, and 8(X, Y)<6,, then 
Uz Oess(b, Y). 
Let us remark that 1.4-1.6 also have applications to the spectral theory 
on complex interpolation spaces (see [ 1 ] ). 
e Complexes of infinite length occur in the cohomology theory of 
Banach algebras. We shall use the notations of B. E. Johnson’s survey 
article in [21]. Let a and 3E be two Banach spaces and consider the 
situation (A, Q, X, P, p, ,uL, pR) where A (resp. X) is a complemented 
closed subspace of 05 (resp. X), Q E -%‘(a) (resp. P E Z(X)) is a projection 
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with R(Q)=A (resp. R(P)=X), p: A x A + A is a continuous associative 
multiplication on A which turns A into a Banach algebra, and ,u~: 
AxX+X (resp. ,u R : Xx A + X) are left (resp. right) A-module mul- 
tiplications such that X becomes a two sided Banach A-module. We also 
shall consider a perturbed situation (A, &, f, P, p, fir, fiR). We define the 
continuous bilinear mappings B: CX x a + GL:, M,: a x SE -+ 3E, and 
M,: X x ~55 --f X by B(a, 6) := p(Qa, Qb), M,(a, x) := pL(Qu, Px), and 
M,(x, a) := pR(Px, Qu) for a, b E d, x E 3. The corresponding mappings in 
the perturbed situation will be denoted by B, A,, fi,. 
4.13. PROPOSITION. Suppose that the Hochschild cohomology groups 
XP(A, X) are finite dimensional for 0 < p < n (n E N,) and that the coboun- 
dury operator S”+ ‘: LZ’(A, X) + 9” + ‘(A, X) has closed range. Then there 
exists an E = E(n) > 0 such that for all perturbed situations with 
IV’-pll <E, IIQ-011 <E, IV-Bll <E, IW-fi,ll <G IIW-&II <E 
(4.6) 
the coboundury operator p+ I: Y’(A”, w) + .LY+‘(d, 8) of the perturbed 
situation has closed range and such that for 0 6 p < n, 
dim Xp(A”, X) <dim XP(A, X). 
ProoJ: First, let us note that each TE LZ’“(A, X) has a canonical exten- 
sion to a p-linear mapping from ap to X given by 
(a 1 ,..., up) -+ T(Qu, ,..., Qu,) =: T,(u, ,..., up). 
In this way we may consider .Yp(A, X) as a closed linear subspace of 
LYp(&?, X). The same can be done in the perturbed situation. For all p E N, 
TEY~(A, X) we then have Sp(T),=S,P(T,), where S;: 6pp-‘(& X) is 
defined by D(S,P) := {T, I TE LZp(A, X)} and 
(S,p(T,)h,..., up) := MAa,, T(Qa,,..., Qu,,,- T(B(a,, a,), Qa,,..., Qu,,, 
+ T(Qa,, B(a,, a,), QQ,..., Qu,, 
+ ... + (- l)“-‘T(Qu,,..., Qu,p*, B(u,p,, a,)) 
+ ( - 1 lPMd T(Qa, 7..., Qa, - 11, a,) 
for TE Zp- ‘(A, X) and a, ,..., up E a. Thus, instead of considering (Sp)p,E N 
and (sp)pe NT we now work with (S:),, N and (s;), E N. Then G(S,P) and 
G($‘) are both contained in Zpp’(a, 3) x Zp(a, 3). The result will now 
follow from Proposition 2.10, if we show that 8(S,P, 3:) (p = l,..., n + 1) is 
as small as we desire if E is small enough. 
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Fix an arbitrary T, ED(Q). We define pc E P’P- ‘(a, X) by 
R’,(U i ,..., upl) := aT,(&, ,..., &up-i) for a, ,..., up-, l a. Clearly, Te~ED($‘) 
and for a, ,..., up _ i E d we have 
ll(Te- t)h-, a,-dll 
< W-8 Thl,..., a,-,)11 
Ppf,l Te(ul,..*,uj-~, (Q-&)uj, Quj+l,..., 
j=l 
G~IlTell lb~ll x **a x II~p-Al (1 + ll~ll pf2 IIQII~). 
j=O 
This shows that for E < 1 we have 
II Te - tll G &Cp II Tell, (4.7) 
where C, = 1 + (IlPll + 1) c;:o2 (/IQ/l + 1)’ does not depend on T or E. 
Moreover, 
(WT,) - ~:(t,))(a,,..., up) 
= M&I > TeAa,,..., a,)) - fiL@,Y m,,..., a,)) 
- (Te@@,, ~21, ~3,..., upI- t’,(&,, ~21, ~39.7 a,)) 
+ ... +(-l)“-‘(T,(u,,...,u,-,,B(u,-,,a,)) 
- c4a 12.**9 up-z, &,-I, a,))) 
+ ( - 1 Y’(MR(TAu I,..., up- I), ap) - &cm%..., up- I), a,). 
From this, (4.6), and (4.7) we see easily that there is some CL >O not 
depending on T, or E, such that 
IIWT,)-$‘@‘eT,)II G~IlTell .C;. 
This and (4.7) now imply 6(Sf, $‘) < s(Ci + CL*)“*. In the same way one 
obtains S(si, S,P) < EC; for some constant C;. 
f We end this section with a second simple example involving 
complexes of infinite length. 
For p E N we denote by 6, the group of all permutations of {l,..., p}. If 
K is a set and k = (k 1,..., kp)e Kp then we define for XE 6,: rc*(k) := 
(k rroj,..., k,,,,). Let now D be a compact Hausforff space and denote by 
Ap(sZ, 3) the space of all continuous functions f: $2~’ + X that are anti- 
symmetric, that is, such that 
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for all o = (ai,..., wP) ~8~ and all rt E 6,. It is clear that Ap[s2, X] is a 
Banach space with respect to the norm llflj := sup{ Ilf(o)ll: ~~52~). We 
also define ,4’[Q, X] := 3 and Ap[s2, X] :=0 for p ~0. Let now 
a: Q + Y(X) be a continuous function with commuting range (i.e., whose 
range is contained in a commutative subalgebra of P’(X)). We define 
now a”(a) E P(Ap[s2, X], Ap”[Q, X]) by u.“(a) := 0 for p < 0, 
(cr’(a)x)(w) := a(o)x for x E 3, o E Q, and 
(a”(a)f)(o) := hP$’ (-l)k+14~k)f(W1 ,...) 6, )...) wp+,) 
k-l 
for f~A~[!2,3] and 0=(01,...,~p+1)~S2P+1. One can easily see that 
(~pcf-& VP aP(4),, H is a complex of Banach spaces (in general of infinite 
length). 
Let us denote by Lat(u) the family of all XEY(X) such that u(w)XcX 
for all OE 51. For XE Lat a, we have x”(u) Ap[sL, X] c np+ ‘[B, A’], so 
that we may also consider the complex (Ap[Q, X], @(a, X)), E z, where 
aP(a, X) := a”(u) 1 AP[Q, X]. 
4.14. DEFINITION. The function a is said to be of semi-Fredholm type on 
XE Lat a if the associated complex (Ap[!2, X], ~~(a, X)),, L is semi- 
Fredholm. In this case we define the index of a on X, say ind,u, as the 
index of (Ap[Q, X], crP(u, X)),, L. 
4.15. PROPOSITION. Let a: Q -+ 2’(X) be of semi-Fredhoim type on 
XE Lat a. If ii: D + Y(X) is also a continuous function with commuting 
range, TE Lat ii, and if [Ia- iill = sup,,, [la(w) -ii(o and 8(X, 8) are 
sufficiently small, then ii is of semi-Fredholm type on w and indz ii = ind, a, 
Proof Clearly &crP(u, X), aP(ii, 8)) = 0 for p < 0 and a direct com- 
putation shows 
8(a0(u, X), aO(ii, 8)) d (1 + 8(X, 8)) llu - iill + (1 + [lull) 8(X, 2). 
Fix now p 3 1. For f E ,4p[Q, X], f~ Ap[Q, 81 we have 
bP(G J3f - @“(ii? mfll G llall . Ilf -711 + lb - 41 . lI”7ll 
G lbll. Ilf-JII +Il~-4l(Ilfll + Ilf-.?I). 
From this we obtain 
W(a, X), crP(ii, R))<(l+ Ilull) Jp+ lla-dll (1 +a,,, 
where Jp := 6(Ap[Q, X], Ap[B, w]). We shall now prove 
Jp < 8(X, 8) forall PEN. 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
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Fix an arbitrary 6 > 8(X, 8). Then there are 8, p > 0 such that 8(X, R) < 
6’ < 6’ + p < 6. If fg /IP[sZ, X], then by the continuity off and the com- 
pactness of B we find a finite open covering { U, ,..., U,) of 52 such that for 
all i= (il ,... ip)~ N; (with N, := {l,..., n}) and all w, O’E U, x *** x U, we 
have 
IV(w) -f(dll G P Ilfll. 
For each ieN(,P we fix now an arbitrary point wi= (a;,..., 0;) E 
uil ’ . * . U,. As { U,,..., U,} is an open covering of Sz there exist continuous 
functions qj : D + [0, l] with supp qjpjc Uj (j= l,..., n) and 
cp1+ * * * + (P,, G 1 on Sz. By the choice of 8, there exist, for each i E IV;, 
elements 2’~ X such that 11 Zi -f(w’)ll < 6’ Ilf(w’)ll < 6’ Ilfll. We define now 
a continuous function 3: P’ + 8 by 
for 0 = (ol ,..., oP) E X2 p. Let us show that ~EA~[Q, w]. For cry 6, we 
have 
= (sgno)*+ 1 sgnz 1 qj,(w,)x ..f x(P~~(o~)Y*(~) 
* reGp ieN 
= (sgn 0) *3(m), 
where we used sgn Q = sgn g - ’ and the fact that the mappings R + XQ -I 
from 6, to 6, and u- ‘*: IV,” + IV,” are bijective. Hence, we have 
JG AP[Q, 81. 
Fix now WE&P’. As f is antisymmetric and zjeN~ qj,(ol) x ... x 
(pj,(o,,) = 1, we obtain 
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sgn n,Fv cp,,(wl) x ..’ x Vjp(wp)f(7c*(w))~ 
n 
so that 
llw)-f(w)=-j 1 sgnn C cPj,(wl)x ". 
nEGp JE wn 
x cpjp(w#=*‘J’--f(7r*(o))). (4.10) 
For o = (wi ,..., wP) E supp qj, x . . . x supp ‘pi, c Vi, x . . . x UjP and n E 6, 
we have n*(w) E Ujz,,, x **a x UjzCP,. On the other hand, also WAKE 
ujn,,~ ’ ... x Ujrcpj, so that 
lb “““-f(n*(w))ll < Ilx”‘“‘-f(w”‘“‘)ll + l/j-(0”‘“‘) -f(n*(w))jl 
G 6’ llfll + P llfll G 6 Ilfll. 
Hence we obtain from (4.10) 
117(W)-f(W)ll~~ 1 lw4 C cpi,twIJx “’ 
. ne6p ievn 
x ‘pi,twp) 6 llfll = 6 llfll 
and therefore, II~-fll < 6 IIf/. As 6 was arbitrary with 6 > 8(X, 8), we see 
that 
&lP[sz, X], AP[sz, W]) <6(X, Z). 
In the same way one obtains 
6(AP[Q, WI, AP[Q, x-1) d 8(X, 81, 
and (4.9) is proved. 
Now, because of (4.8) and (4.9) we see that 
d(a(a, X), a(4 W)) =;m$ d(aP(a, X), ap(& k)) 
< (1 + llall) 8(X, W) + (1+6(X, W)) Ila - ii/J. 
Since this is smaller than a given E > 0 if 6(X, 2) and Ila - iill are sufficiently 
small, the statement of the proposition now follows from Theorem 1.4 
(resp. 1.6). 
580/66/2-3 
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